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           CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGESTION 

 

This chapter present conclusion based totally on what observed on this 

research. This chapter also present some tips for the similarly researchers that 

studies about speech acts, espessially directive speech act.  

 5.1 Conclusion  

Based totally on the studies findings, there are a few factors that are solution 

the research question. The difference of directive speech acts types that 

determined and happened in the conversation of the characthers within the You, 

Me and Dupree movie are command, suggestion, asking and request. The 

researcher determined 110 information. There are 46 commanding, 13 requesting, 

16 suggesting, and 35 asking. type of speech acts that typically used in the 

communication of the characters in You, Me and Dupree film are commanding 

and asking. The dialogues of the characthers shows it. for instance “give it to me” 

sentense shows a command from the speaker to get hearer to do some thing. 

On this research, the directive speech acts also can be seen in three forms 

including imperetive, interrogative, and declarative. The researcher observed 66 

imperative form on this research. 44 imperative used in command, 12 imperative 

used in suggestion, and 9 imperative used in request. Then determined 2 

declarative utilized in command. Interrogative form determined 35 in asking, 2 in 

suggestion, and 4 in request. in this studies, imperative and interrogative form 

generally found. it could be visible from the dialogue of the characthers.  
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 From explanation above, it concluded that each communication has many 

directive speech acts. And in conversations there are also there is any  gender 

differences in directive speech of each character can be seen from the utterance. 

For example,The differences between how males and females, mainly couples, 

giving directive to their couple.Men often use direct command sentences, and 

women often use more polite forms of language than men.Whatever that is 

requesting, asking, suggesting, command, the important thing is directive speech 

act is how to make the hearer do something. 

5.2.  Suggestions.  

This chapter presents suggestions that may be taken into consideration for 

future researchers on communication methods, in particular in the observe of 

directive speech acts. The researcher's first suggestion is communique in ordinary 

existence as an object of research look at. This take a look at will make an 

exception from the usage of movies or novels and other media research objects, 

that are the best for reading directive speech acts. second, the next researcher can 

evaluate the directive speech act concept by Searle with other experts. Of course 

this will be an thrilling studies due to the fact experts actually have distinctive 

components of directive speech acts. by way of comparing with numerous 

critiques, professionals can display and examine what are the similarities and 

variations in the components of directive speech acts among the two. Therefore, 

with this suggestion, the researcher really hopes that this studies can be stated to 

be a good reference for linguistic students and inspire them to behavior similarly 

analysis. 
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